August Systems’ Hospice software gives you the strength of a proven product designed to meet the needs of all Hospice agencies. Our solution provides scheduling, clinical documentation, specialized billing, and tools to track agency personnel and costs. Visit Wizard for Hospice will help you improve patient care, track communication with doctors, capture payroll data, and much more. As a Hospice, your focus is on your patients and their families. Visit Wizard for Hospice helps you maintain that focus by making administration simple and efficient.

**Scheduling**

- Allows you to schedule and change visit frequencies for all disciplines easily
- Fully user customizable assessments for initial and comprehensive assessments
- Print a complete Patient Plan of Care on demand – you can use this at interdisciplinary planning meetings (from optional Clinical Charting module)
- Quality monitoring made easier with user modifiable tables for creating assessments specific to Patient Centered Measures
- Print or view Progression of Decline Notes (from optional Clinical Charting module)
- Assessment tables are easily edited to accommodate ever changing CMS requirements
- Tracks Hospice Episode dates
- Automatically generates per diem and continuous care charges
- Provides for multiple per diem rates, as Medicare allows
- Bereavement follow-up scheduling and tracking
- Electronic Claims submission to Medicare
- Records donor contributions and also prints labels to prior donors on demand
- Compares individual patient expenses versus revenue quickly and easily

**Clinical Charting**

**Telephony**

**Payroll Capture**

**Billing & A/R**

To learn more about Visit Wizard please call 509-468-2988 or email us at sales@august-systems.com